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OUR STORY
Our mission is to make everyone’s life an adventure. We believe
that through adventure everyone can achieve their full potential in life.
Using our crisis simulation platform, clients create their own engaging,
realistic exercises. Built on Conducttr, these crisis exercises deliver an
unparalleled realism that allows participants to build confidence and
directly transfer the experience to their jobs.
Practice makes perfect and, as we like to say, experience is everything.

conducttr.com

Join our Reputational Live Simulation
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INTRODUCTION
Activism has become part of our everyday lives. From #MeToo to #BLM to
#SarahEverardVigil, people are taking to the streets. Employees are holding their
employers to account and demanding walkouts in support of moral principles that
may have nothing to do with working conditions or pay. These growing corporate risks
all have a narrative, language, hashtags and memes by which factions identify and
organise each other. Social media has become a powerful platform to give millions of
people a voice and they’re using it to call others to action.

T

echnological changes have given factions, employees,

Figure 1: Five Forces of

consumers, politicians and the public new powers to shape

Modern Reputational Risk

Tech Shifts

the global discourse. Mobile phones can now stream wrongdoings
to a global audience as they happen. Social media simultaneously
connects and divides societies around the world because as it has
proliferated, it has also splintered. New political echo chambers have
been created on private Facebook groups and alternative platforms

Organisation

like Parler and Gab with the result of developing in these users an
unshakable belief that their “reality” is the only one.

Activist Threats

Insider Threats

Customer Threats

Deepfakes make use of arti cial intelligence to generate fake audio
recordings and fake videos of prominent people shown to be saying
or doing things they never did. From politicians to company CEOs,
anyone could be a victim. Even without AI, crafty editing of videos
can make in uencers appear drunk, senile or angry, ready to be
thrown to impassioned clicktivists who are too eager to accept the

Our diagram highlights the ve forces impacting

fake as truth and propagate it online. By the time the fake is

today’s organisations and hence creating new
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debunked, the damage has already been done.

Societal Shifts

problems for communications teams.
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INTRODUCTION

“

B

rand reputation is how stakeholders – employees,
customers, suppliers, shareholders, the community and

governments - perceive a company. It affects pro tability and
productivity via its impact on sales, recruitment and motivation but
also the organisation’s ability to act towards its goals via its ability to
borrow, to invest, to purchase. Online reputation affects of ine
freedom: a company’s reputation may hinder its ability to open new
stores if local people stage a protest at what they fear might happen
or if local politicians are fearful of a public outcry; it may impact
supply chains if protests disrupt normal business or, as in the case
of online retailer Boohoo, limit its ability to work with suppliers if
those suppliers have poor reputations or practices. Ultimately a poor
reputation may make the company vulnerable to takeover.
Communications teams trusted with protecting the
brand reputation are having a tougher time. It’s not enough to
train for a crisis, it’s also important to spot and avoid a crisis. It’s long
been known that acting early and decisively can signi cantly reduce
the impact of emergent reputational issues, but in today’s
volatile, intertwined global communities it’s not always easy to
connect the dots across international boundaries and technology
platforms when activist activities rst appear.
Even when a storm can be seen a mile away, like the one heading
for the brands sponsoring the 2022 Winter Olympics in China where
190 human rights organisations are calling for a boycott, balancing
the desires of all stakeholders requires the kind of experience that
won’t be found in the crisis manual. This experience comes from
rehearsal in a realistic simulated environment where teams can act

fl
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as they would in real life, but without the penalty of getting it wrong.

ONLINE
REPUTATION
AFFECTS
OFFLINE
FREEDOM.

”

Against this backdrop, we asked 100 senior PR and comms
professionals in major UK companies what they perceived to be the
biggest challenges for their organisation, their awareness of the
wide range of threats and how they currently protect and manage
their brand’s reputation. Our report also identifies whether the
industry currently has training methods in place to deal with these
threats and if current arrangements are fit for purpose.
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KEY FINDINGS

77%

43%

31%

91% of comms leaders believe the reputational risk landscape

Agree that brand is

Say deepfakes &

Say new threats

had changed in the last 5 years, while over two-thirds (77%)

at risk from activists

social media pose

from disinformation

& conspiracy theorists

biggest challenge

are a top challenge

50%

65%

57%

Fear an employee

Have responded

Have responded

devaluing brand

to an employee

to a consumer

reputation

activism crisis

activism crisis

The reputational risk landscape
is rapidly evolving…

agree that their brand is now at risk from activists or conspiracy
theorists. Just under half (43%) say new threats posed by
deepfakes and social media pose the biggest challenge to
managing their brand’s reputation and 31% think new threats
posed by disinformation are a top challenge.

…and employees & consumers have
more power than ever before.
93% agree that consumers are savvier about the power they wield
over brands, but half (50%) say their biggest fear is an employee
devaluing their brand reputation with almost two-thirds (65%)
claiming to have had to respond to a crisis driven by employee
activism. This is in comparison to 57% of comms leaders who have
had to respond to a crisis driven by consumer activism.
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KEY FINDINGS

78%

71%

36%

Say protecting brand’s

Say managing brand

Say being unable to

reputation has become

has become more

respond quickly enough

unmanageable

pressurised & stressful

is a top challenge

33%

84%

83%

Lack of understanding

Say they are least

Are least confident

of the risks is biggest

confident fighting

fighting unethical

challenge

cancel culture

fake news

Greater pressure is being put on
communications teams…
78% say protecting and managing their brand’s reputation has
become unmanageable, while 71% say doing so has become more
pressurised and stressful. Over a third (36%) say being unable to
respond to risks quickly enough is a top challenge.

…which makes effective
training crucial
The majority of organisations conduct some form of training for
reputational risks, yet two-thirds (33%) say the biggest challenge is
a lack of understanding. They are least confident with newer threats
such as cancel culture (84%) and unethical fake news (83%).
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THE CHANGING THREAT LANDSCAPE
Social change and technology have given rise to disinformation and cancel culture
which is altering the threat landscape.

R

eputational threats to businesses have changed dramatically

“

in a short space of time, with more than nine in ten (91%)

senior comms professionals acknowledging that the threats faced
by their organisation have changed in the last ve years and 43%
considering social media and deepfakes to be the biggest challenge.
Organisations are frequently monitoring their social media for
reputational issues – with 23% doing this a few times a day, 23% a
few times a week, 17% monitoring in real-time, and 15% checking
once an hour or more. But monitoring alone is not suf cient if the
team doesn’t have the experience to project present-day social
media activity into the future, enabling them to foresee problems
ahead or recognise authentic and inauthentic behaviour.
Impassioned consumers are smarter and more in uential than ever.

Active consumers

93% AGREE
THAT CONSUMERS
ARE NOW SAVVIER
ABOUT THE POWER
THEY WIELD OVER
BRANDS

”

Online, the new generation of tech-savvy activists are more than
able to dox CEOs and run their own bots to build a social media
following and grow their cause. Most commonly used in politics,
support and is achieved through what is known as computational

Of ine, media-savvy activists are staging colourful, newsworthy

propaganda – using botnets to generate fake supporting sentiment

transmedia protests using the power of art and immersive

and messaging.

theatre to connect with online propagation techniques,
amplifying local issues into international movements. This all

Unencumbered by a corporate organisation’s layers of
hierarchical permissions and codes-of-conduct, activists can
ght very creative asymmetric wars against the brand’s perceived
wrong-doing using any tools & techniques available to them, from
memes to disinformation and deepfakes.

First Draft identifies seven types of mis- and disinformation:
Satire or parody.
Misleading content: Information is used in a disingenuous
way to frame an issue, person, or organisation.
Imposter content: Real organisations are spoofed so content
appears to come from a trusted source, but it doesn’t.

False connection: This is when headlines, visuals or captions
don’t support the content.
False context: Genuine content is used out of context.

the threat and accelerate the spread of bad news which in turn

encompass a wider range of channels, activist behaviours and

Manipulated content: This is genuine content that’s been

increases the challenge for communications professionals.

consequences.

manipulated to deceive.

fi

means that traditional communications training needs to change to
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These techniques, when focused on a brand, change the nature of

fi

fi

Disinformation

Fabricated content: Content that’s completely made up.

astrotur ng is the term used to describe the illusion of grassroots

fl

fi
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THE CHANGING THREAT LANDSCAPE
Being able to fact-check and respond to disinformation quickly is
a necessity, but of cial data might not be readily available and
the decision to confront the disinformation may in itself breathe
life into the activists’ campaign.
Gaining experience in ghting false narratives can be achieved by

In Bessemer, Alabama, Amazon warehouse employees voted to

Conspiracy theorists
We use stories to make sense of the world, and conspiracy
theories do the same. They make sense of the world for
people uncomfortable with complexity and randomness

training in realistic simulated information environments and must be

and for those who feel powerless. Whenever there is

encouraged to reduce the comms team’s vulnerability to them.

something unknown or unexplained, a conspiracist will
invent a reason, finding and arranging evidence to confirm

To say an image is “photoshopped” is a commonly used shorthand to

an already held bias and in doing so taking the random and

mean the image has been manipulated. Its use is widely understood

unconnected and finding a pattern and order.

and many fashion brands have found themselves in trouble for
making models look thinner, younger or whiter.
Now organisations are turning to deepfakes – the manipulation of
images, video and audio using arti cial intelligence – to create
compelling advertising campaigns such Malaria Must Die in which

In recent years as social media has expanded and
factionalised, echo chambers now reinforce conspiracy
theories because they reinforce the bias of the community.
In the past someone in the social circle might have spoken
out about how this is all nonsense, but not now.

soccer player David Beckham is faked to speak nine languages.

While much of the conspiracy theorising is focused on

These technologies have incredible artistic possibilities, but they also

go-to groups and individuals with perceived power (the

pose signi cant risks to brand reputation, from parody to malicious

Government, the Illuminati, Bill Gates, George Soros etc.),

content such as spoofed public announcements and fake hot mic events.

brands are increasingly coming under attack. Wayfair is
probably the most prominent victim of baseless claims that

As this video of talk show host Dr Phil shows, the likeness is
incredibly realistic, even though it’s working with existing footage,
while in this deepfake of Tom Cruise, the video has been staged and
scripted to promote the capabilities of a production studio. Currently
there always seem to be telltale clues that give away the deception,
but this technology is still in its infancy and it won’t always be that
way. The comms team will likely in future nd itself having to prove
that certain claimed misbehaviour never happened – that’s a tough

it was part of a child trafficking ring, in which children were
shipped in its furniture of the same name and matching the
names of actual missing American children. But there
have been others. Mattel was accused of creating dolls to
groom children for sex when a consumer misinterpreted an
underside button on the Poppy Troll doll (intended to signal
when the doll was seated) as making sexual sounds
when touched in her private area. The doll was later recalled
after a Change.org petition gained 250k signatures.

challenge. Try proving that these AI-generated songs from dead
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musicians were never composed and sung by the original artists.

Knowing how to fight a conspiracy is going to take practice.

unionise, with Vice reporting of many fake Amazon Twitter
accounts being used to parody Amazon ambassador employee
accounts. Although the fake accounts are being closed, it’s not
before the damage has already been done. And even with the
accounts closed, screen shots of the tweets can still circulate.
Results from our survey showed almost a third (31%) of
respondents reported fake news and disinformation to be a
challenge, with 43% citing malicious use of disinformation to
target brand reputation as a top fear.
More than three quarters (77%) believe their brand is at risk of
being targeted by activists or conspiracy theorists, with 32% of
these strongly agreeing.
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CANCEL CULTURE
Cancel culture is a pejorative term used to refer to the present-day social
environment in which people and organisations are boycotted or ostracised because
of a real or perceived transgression.

T

he term and practice is extremely politicised, but at its root
it is the practice of calling out perceived wrongdoing or

“wrong-thinking” and forcing people and organisations to be held to
account for things they have said or done, or for the af liations they
keep or the associations they maintain. This is most problematic for
organisations that wish to be apolitical and serve all customers
without fear or favour because activists increasingly try to force
them to take a side or stand. For those organisations who make
political donations, communications teams need to be ready with
their justi cations.
Sometimes the communications team will face a PR crisis of the
organisation’s own making, such as when Pepsi were criticised online
for a controversial advertising campaign that appropriated global
protest movements including Black Lives Matter, when Starbucks
were targeted for telling employees not to wear Black Lives Matter
T-shirts and badges, or when Nike released a shoe with the original
US ag with 13 stars, which is associated with a time when slavery
was still legal.
Other times the organisation will nd itself tangled in an issue it can’t
easily x and it’s here where experience will count. A prime example
of this is when Coke and Delta were forced to issue a statement
saying that they didn’t support voter suppression legislation in

fi

fi

fi

fi
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Georgia, USA.
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CANCEL CULTURE
Activists targeted the state’s largest employers which, in addition to
Coke and Delta, include UPS and Home Depot and told them that
sitting on the fence meant they were complicit in supporting new
laws widely expected to disproportionately affect the voting of
African-Americans.
With major brands seen as part of popular culture, bringing them
into the activist’s fight is a sure way to gain attention. It means that
for PR and communications leaders there is a need for increased
understanding of the zeitgeist, continual horizon scanning to identify
potential threats and frequent exercising in simulations where attack
narratives can be war-gamed.

“

52% OF SURVEY
RESPONDENTS
CLAIM TO HAVE
HAD TO DEAL
WITH A CANCEL
CULTURE CRISIS.

”

In the summer of 2020 in the US, Goya Foods, the largest
Hispanic-owned food brand, found itself in hot water
following the company’s chief executive, Robert Unanue,
praising US President Donald Trump at a White House event.
Activists claimed that praising the President, whose policies were
deemed to be harmful to the Latino community in the US, showed
that Goya did not support the same values as its customers.
Hashtags including #Goyaway and #BoycottGoya circulated on
Twitter, while social media users posted pictures of themselves
throwing away Goya products.
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MANAGING BRAND REPUTATION
Consumer empowerment and employee activism are taking their toll on
communications teams.

P

ublic relations and comms leaders were unanimous (99%)
in admitting that they face challenges when managing

reputation risks. Among the most common challenges cited were
being able to detect threats quickly enough (30%), being able to
respond quickly enough (36%), and lacking an understanding of the
risks (33%). Nearly all respondents (95%) agreed that it now takes
more time to manage the brand’s reputation with just under three

30%
Are unable to detect
threats quickly enough

quarters (71%) claiming their work is more pressurised and stressful.

There’s a famous quote by a German general that no plan
survives contact with the enemy. Maybe the same could be said
of corporate communications, in that no narrative survives
contact with the public. 45% of leaders fear having their product
or brand associated with an unsuitable or unethical person and
43% worry about defamatory viral video or images. Even when the
organisation has itself done nothing wrong, it may find itself on the
defensive. Such situations will be made worse by determined
activists armed with coordinated disinformation and deepfakes.

Consumer empowerment & clicktivism
There is a need for an increased understanding of how public moods
swing and how uprisings start, simmer and explode because
consumers are more aware than ever of the in uence they have
and power they hold over reputations and business operations.

78%
Feel brand reputation
is unmanageable

Clicktivism is usually used as a somewhat negative term for those
online whose involvement in an issue starts and ends with the
change of their social media profile or clicking to support a petition.
But this undermines the real impact that online grassroots
campaigns can have in achieving real world change. Our survey
respondents agreed. More than eight in ten (82%) agreed that
increased consumer empowerment and activism on social media
made it harder to manage their brand’s reputation, with 78%
agreeing that protecting and managing their brand’s reputation had

fl

become unmanageable (of which 32% strongly agreed).

43%
Worry about defamatory
viral videos & images

“

45% OF LEADERS FEAR
HAVING THEIR BRAND
ASSOCIATED WITH AN
UNSUITABLE PERSON.

”
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MANAGING BRAND REPUTATION
The insider threat to reputation

I

nsider threat is a term commonly associated with cyber
security and refers to trusted parties like employees,

contractors, suppliers and former employees who may use
privileged access to information to maliciously cause the
organisation harm. Here we extend the term to include reputation
and operational damage which is not necessarily cyber-related.
Where once a company could greenwash their webpages with
platitudes about making the world a better place, employees are
now holding their employers to account to live up to those values.
Employees at Facebook for example are questioning whether the
company should be running Chinese government adverts that
portray Muslims in Xinjiang as thriving.
Instead of taking issues to the company, employees may see a
virtue in telling the world on social media where an eager press and
public never tire of David vs Goliath stories. Indeed, half of all
respondents (50%) feared the reputation threat posed by their own
employees, with almost two thirds (65%) saying they have had to
deal with a crisis driven by employee activism.
A recent example is that of Amazon drivers, who claimed the
company was gaslighting them when it denied its workers urinated
in bottles because they were not given sufficient opportunity for
toilet breaks. The employees responded by posting images of
bottles of urine to Reddit. In a later apology from Amazon, the
company said its response on social media had been flawed
because its tweet hadn’t received the proper scrutiny. That sounds
like an issue that better training would fix.

“

WHERE ONCE A
COMPANY COULD
GREENWASH THEIR
WEBPAGES WITH
PLATITUDES ABOUT
MAKING THE WORLD
A BETTER PLACE,
EMPLOYEES ARE NOW
HOLDING THEIR
EMPLOYERS TO
ACCOUNT TO LIVE UP
TO THOSE VALUES.

”
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MANAGING BRAND REPUTATION
It’s important to note that there is more at stake than reputation, and
that failure to win the online argument in the court of public opinion
can see signi cant nancial and business operations penalties.

Employees are using social media to
organise and mobilise a range of
international supporters which may
return legal and other advice,
crowdfunding and even stir national
debate that can impact legislation for
the industry sector as a whole.
This is why exercises for communications teams need to be more
than just social media training and encompass the broader impact
on the business so that trainees grasp the full consequences of
their actions.
Widely reported employee protests include those at Google,
Amazon, and Wayfair. At Wayfair, the home goods company,
employees initiated the #WayfairWalkout on social media following
their objections to sales of the company’s furniture to a US border
immigration camp. This resulted in weeks of unwelcome international

In February 2020, UK Chancellor Rishi Sunak created a Twitterstorm

press coverage for the brand.

in a tea cup when he posed for a photograph with a huge bag of
Yorkshire tea. One cynical reading of this might be that he wanted to

activism, with protests staged online, in print, in performance art.

(as opposed to posing with Twinning’s Lemon & Ginger, say, or

They’re now supporting the truthteller.life movement, which

Whittard’s Matcha tea). The result though was a backlash against

encourages employees to whistle blow on employers that are

the Yorkshire Tea company, which was falsely accused of product

damaging the environment. This example represents the

placement and hence supporting the Conservative government.

power that movements can have in convincing employees

Although the organisation reported an uncomfortable weekend,

to protest against their employers.

calls for a boycott went unheeded and never materialised.

fi

create an impression of being in tune with most of the population
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Prominent activist group Extinction Rebellion encourages transmedia
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ENSURING CRISIS PREPAREDNESS
Despite the challenges, communications teams remain confident.

n the face of increasing pressures, communications teams

I

are positive about their team’s skills and capabilities.

Almost all (97%) say their team has the right skills to respond to

40%

digital reputational threats, and a further 95% think their team can
quickly assess the risks from emerging issues on social media that

No regular training in

might impact their brand. 94% are con dent they have suf cient

cancel culture & fake

diversity of age, sex and race.

news/disinformation

The least con dent areas were cancel culture and fake news/
disinformation, where 40% stated that they don’t have regular
training in these new threats, and of those that do train, over a third
(34%) say it’s only on an ad hoc basis.
High con dence but patchy training throws a spotlight on
potential vulnerabilities, especially around the increasing and
more abstruse risks such as cyber security, disinformation and
cancel culture. To match their optimism, communications
professionals need to continue focusing on building experience
through realistic exercises that simulate the research-identi ed
threats and their consequences. Communications challenges and
solutions don’t lie solely on social media and in the media, and so
neither should the exercising environment.
Organisations can reduce the impact of these risks by fast-tracking
their exposure and experience using a safe, realistic virtual
information environment. Nobody would want their rst experience of
any threats to be while they’re on the job - it’s much better to train

fi
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and exercise for it in a simulation.

34%
Only ad-hoc training in
cancel culture & fake
news/disinformation

“

ORGANISATIONS CAN
REDUCE THE IMPACT
OF THESE RISKS BY
FAST-TRACKING THEIR
EXPOSURE AND
EXPERIENCE USING
A SAFE, REALISTIC
VIRTUAL INFORMATION
ENVIRONMENT.

”
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ENSURING CRISIS PREPAREDNESS
Be prepared.
o be crisis-ready today means understanding complex

T

interconnected human systems and how narratives ow

across platforms. A tweet in Sydney can cause a twitterstorm in
Manchester and a factory blockade in Warsaw. Online narratives can
have a real of ine impact on recruitment, retention, retail, delivery
and supply chains if not managed effectively.
Strategic communications are not only about a company’s
reputation in an abstract or academic sense, rather the language
and timing of the company messages - communicated often by
action as much as by words - can have real-world consequences
that affect the organisation’s ability to achieve its mission.
And remember that not all crises blow up in an instant. There are
slow burning, smouldering risks that we fail to notice for a long time
and hence fail to act on. New risks are emerging as socially
accepted norms change and the company’s past behaviour is

“

NEW RISKS ARE
EMERGING AS
SOCIALLY ACCEPTED
NORMS CHANGE AND
THE COMPANY’S PAST
BEHAVIOUR IS VIEWED
IN A NEW LIGHT.

”

viewed in a new light. Some risks won’t go away without meaningful
organisational change. It’s the communications team that has to
deal with these issues and go into battle in the war of words.
Perception is reality and reality shapes perception.
The understanding of how to deal with a new range of complex
narrative threats doesn’t come from the crisis manual. It comes from
experience that can be fast-tracked in advanced crisis simulation
and virtual information environments because new threats require
new training solutions.
Failure to train in a realistic way for today’s world means being

fl
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forever vulnerable to a misunderstanding of global proportions.

Survey Population
Respondents
100 respondents from Senior PR and
Comms professionals in the UK, working
in companies with 500+ employees
and a turnover of £250m+
Job titles
67% NET: Comms/PR Leaders
33% NET: VP/Director of Comms/PR
Company size
77% 500-999 employees
23% 1000+ employees
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Join our free 40-min Reputational Risk Live Sim - You’re the communications
manager at an online furniture store when employees walk out because they
believe the employer is not behaving in line with its brand values.
Click here to try our Reputational Crisis Generator - Guaranteed to stimulate
scenario ideas for your crisis exercises. The generator encourages you to think
about where your vulnerabilities are, how they might be exposed and how a
negative campaign might be waged against you!

You can also check out our blog posts:

• How to Build a Reputational Crisis Simulation
• How to Simulate a Tweetstorm
• Eight examples of Popular Culture Used to Symbolise Protest
• How to Simulate the Human Terrain
• Simulating In uence Operations
• Crisis Scenario Writing Kit
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GLOSSARY

Astroturfing

Disinformation

Mule

The creation of fake grassroots support. This could be done

Refers to false or misleading information that is deliberately

A person hired to carry a message on social media. May be

with bots or mules.

spread to deceive others, usually via social media platforms.

hired individually or in groups. The intent is to hide the true origin
of the message.

Bots

Doxxing/Doxing

Troll

A program that generates social media posts or responds to

The act of revealing identifying information about someone

A troll is someone on the Internet, usually on social media, that is

them. This is usually achieved by using the social media

online, such as their real name, home address, workplace, phone,

deliberately hurtful. Their intent is usually to cause arguments

platform’s application programming interface (API) but could

financial, and other personal information. That information is

between others, but could also be to directly upset the target.

be by other means.

then circulated to the public without the victim's permission.

Cancel Culture

Echo chamber

Troll Farm

Refers to the practice of withdrawing support for companies

A situation in social media forums in which participants’ opinions

Also known as a troll factory, this is a group of people paid to

after they have taken action or said something that is considered

reinforce each other. The issue is that with no dissenting or

harass others online or provide inauthentic social media activity

objectionable and/or offensive. Cancel culture campaigns are

questioning voices the participants harden their point of view

such as astroturfing.

commonly initiated on social media.

and become entrenched.

Clicktivism

Fake News

Sock Puppet

Refers to the practice of supporting a political or social cause via

Refers to misleading or false information that is presented to

A false identity usually on social media. For example when a

the internet by means such as social media or online petitions.

people as legitimate news.

social media account is used with the name and likeness of
someone else who may not exist.

Deepfake

Gaslighting

Transmedia Activism

Very realistic fake video or audio of a persona doing or saying

Used to describe psychological and emotional abuse in which a

Refers to storytelling from a number of decentralised authors

something they never did, usually generated with the assistance

person or group attempts to get another party to question their

via emerging media platforms to raise awareness and

of artificial intelligence to create the realism.

perception, ideas and/or memories.

influence action.
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